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Abbreviation of chemical compounds.
* DCC: N,N′-Dicyclohexylcarbodiimide.
* CDI: 1,1-Carbonildiimidazol.
* HATU: 1-[Bis(dimethylamino)methylene]-1H-1,2,3-triazolo[4,5-b]pyridinium 3-oxide
hexafluorophosphate.
* T3P: Propanephosphonic acid anhydride.
* EDC: 1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide.
* Phen: 1,10-Phenanthroline.
* Glyme: 1,2-Dimetoxietano.
* NMP: N-Methyl-2-Pyrrolidone.
* TMSCl: Trimethylsilyl chloride.
* t-Bu: tert-Butyl.
* TEMPO: (2,2,6,6-Tetramethylpiperidin-1-yl)oxyl.
* i-Pr: Isopropyl.
* LiHMDS: Lithium bis(trimethylsilyl)amide.
* Ar: Argon.
* LiNHPh: Anilinolithium.
* Ph: Phenyl.
* Me: Methyl.
* THF: Tetrahydrofuran.
* TBHP: tert-Butyl hydroperoxide.
* TBAI: Tetra-n-butylammonium iodide.
* Ac: Acetyl.
* Ms: Molecular sieves.
* BINAP: (2,2′-bis(diphenylphosphino)-1,1′-Binaphthyl).
* ABNO: 9-Azabicyclo[3.3.1]nonane N-Oxyl.
* Et: Ethyl.
* Bpy: 2,2′-Bipyridine.
* TFE: 2,2,2-Trifluoroethanol.
* TIM: Trifluoroborate iminium.
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* KAT: Potassium acyltrifluoroborate.
* Dppf: 1,1′-Bis(diphenylphosphino)ferrocene.
* DMF: Dimethylformamide.
* BHT: Butylated Hydroxytoluene.

The importance of the amide functional group.
Amide bonds play a crucial role in life not only for their function as the backbones of natural
peptides and proteins, but also for their presence and occurrence in a great number of
pharmacological compounds, alkaloids, synthetic polymeric materials1-3 such as nylon, hydrogels,
artificial silks, supported catalysts, and biocompatible matrices for cell growth,4 which indicates and
evidences that amides are widespread in many active compounds with a broad range of applications
in a variety of fields such as biotechnology, agriculture, and medicine,3,5,6 as well as serving as
useful synthetic intermediates for accessing other key compounds, including complex amines,
heterocycles, nitriles, amino acids, and peptides,6 among others; furthermore, amides themselves are
increasingly exploited as catalysts, ligands, solvents and substrates for many synthetic
transformations.7 Consequently, the amide bond is not only one of the most common structural
motifs in nature,1,8 but also one of the most important functional groups in organic chemistry6
especially due to their high stability, polarity, and their conformational diversity.1,3
In relation with pharmaceutical field, amide functional group is found at least once as a structural
core not only in two-thirds of all drugs candidates,3,9 but also in a quarter of all natural and synthetic
pharmaceutical drugs currently on the market.4,10 Some examples presenting the respective amide
bond in their chemical structure are listed below.

Figure 1. Some representative drugs containing amide bonds.

Moreover, it has been estimated and established that amide bond formation corresponding to an
amine acylation reaction, with a 16% occurrence, represents the most used reaction by the
pharmaceutical industry and medicinal chemists to form amide linkages for drug and drug
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candidates syntheses;11,12 therefore, amides are an important class of compounds that not only have
been exploited in different fields, but also that have had a considerable impact on the industry as
highlighted by the various drugs that contain an amide motif. As a result, amide bond formation is
one of the most fundamental chemical reactions.5,6,10

Conventional or traditional methods for amide bond formation, and
their disadvantages.
Traditional or conventional methods for amide synthesis involve activated carboxylic acid
derivatives such as anhydrides or acyl chlorides4,8,10 which react directly with the suitable amines, as
well as the generation in situ of activated derivates by the use of stoichiometric amounts of coupling
agents1,8,10 such us SOCl2, COCl2, DCC, CDI, EDC, HATU, T3P,6 among others,4 the activating
reagents are needed or required in large or significant amounts for the respective reaction causing or
generating a waste production problem,5,6 also they are generally toxic or expensive affecting and
jeopardizing the efficiency of the respective method; moreover, coupling reagents are formally
desiccants for absorbing water formed in the condensation process, and regenerating them from
their after-reaction forms is extremely endothermic.8 Furthermore, the use of coupling reagents is
the only practicable way when the reagents useful for obtaining acid chlorides from carboxylic
acids are not compatible with other chemical functions or protecting groups present on the
substrate. Additionally, there are many factors and requirements when selecting a coupling reagent
for industrial production.12 For example, reagents must be widely available and easy to handle,
inexpensive, safe, and non-toxic, easy to purge from reaction mixtures, and should contribute
minimally to waste streams;11,12 moreover, the detection and purging of coupling by-products to
regulatory limits is high priority when executing the amidation near the end of a manufacturing
path.12,13 Also, not all stoichiometric coupling reagents perform well for a given pair of acid and
amine substrates which reveals their relative inefficiency mainly for the synthesis of sterically
hindered amides;1,12 as a result, it must be acknowledge that the abovementioned considerations
must be balanced against the need for amidation conditions that proceed with high selectivity and
yield, and excellent reproducibility.12
All conventional or general methodologies for amide bond formation described above are
associated with significant flaws and drawbacks such as using large or stoichiometric amounts of
toxic, hazardous and/or expensive reagents, harsh reaction conditions and relative long reaction
times, significative amounts of by-products resulting in poor overall atom-efficiency or
economy,13,15 low to moderate yields which occurs mainly with less reactive or hindered substrates
and reagents not to mention the relative restrained reactivity associated with peptide synthesis,1,5
and also the significant difficulty related with purification procedures or steps which implies a
negative ecological impact due to the production of large and significant quantities of waste
material.5 Therefore, in 2007 the American Chemical Society Green Chemistry Institute and global
pharmaceutical companies voted for “amide formation avoiding poor atom economy reagents” not
only as the top challenge for organic chemistry, but also as the most preferred reaction to be
developed by academic and industrial researchers.1,3,6 Despite the different issues related with
stoichiometric methods, straightforward experimental procedures and high yields still make them
valuable and convenient strategies.
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The most general, convenient, ideal, and straightforward solution method to improve the atomeconomy in amide bond formation corresponds to the condensation reaction between a nonactivated carboxylic acid and an amine, known as direct amidation.4,5,8 Nonetheless, it is well
known that such direct amidation process generally needs high temperatures (T > 100°C) to
circumvent unreactive carboxylate-ammonium salts formation toward the desired amide bond
formation considering that reactions between carboxylic acids and amines might lead to proton
exchange resulting in ammonium carboxylate salts.4,16 As consequence, these procedures are very
restricted and sensitive substrates. This is the case of amino acid residues which are not compatible
with those forcing conditions.4
In summary, most well-established methods in organic chemistry for amide bond formation are
relatively inefficient with large or significant quantities of potentially hazardous and toxic waste
products being formed causing an adverse or negative environmental impact and complications or
difficulties in purification steps of the desired products.5 Consequently, the industrial importance of
amide synthesis has increased the interest of the research community for the development of new
and efficient approaches, so different methods or pathways for amide bond synthesis have been
reported over the past decades in which amides are prepared from a wide variety of precursors and
reaction conditions.5,6

Alternative amidation approaches.
Among the alternative approaches, methods such as ester amidation, oxidative amidation,6 and
reductive amidation,17 have been reported.6 However, fewer of the starting materials used in those
amidation approaches are commercially available in comparison to the wide range of available
carboxylic acids; nonetheless, these alternative methods have been advantageous for accessing
different classes of amides, among other advantages, as will be detailed below.6

Ester amidation.
This approach consists of a reaction between an ester and an anime; however, it must be
acknowledged that the approach feasibility depends on the ester partner.6 For example, relatively
activated esters such as those containing a naphthyl group can undergo aminolysis under mild
conditions, while less reactive esters such as alkyl esters are fundamentally unreactive towards most
amines except under harsh conditions not only due to their lower electrophilicity related to an
oxygen atom lone pair which can be stabilized by its delocalization that results in an overlap with
the π* orbital of the carbonyl group raising the energy of the π* orbital, and making the esters less
reactive towards nucleophiles, but also due to the RO- group because it is a relatively bad leaving
group for substitution reactions;18 moreover, generally, amidation of esters with amines typically
requires stoichiometric amounts of promoters or metal mediators not only to shift the
thermodynamic equilibrium towards amide formation, but also to facilitate the kinetics by carbonyl
activation. Therefore, efficient methods for direct amidation of unreactive esters are still lacking
and needed. Recently, in 2017, a nickel-catalyzed reductive coupling method where (Ni(glyme)Cl2)
was implemented as the precatalytic system with phen as the ligand, NMP as the solvent, Zn as
reductant, and TMSCl Lewis acid as an additive for performing the direct amidation of esters with
nitroarenes, was reported to complement the conventional coupling methods of carboxylic acids
6

with anilines which not only requires toxic and hazardous coupling reagents, but also requires more
reaction steps in comparison to this method; moreover, employing nitroarenes have some
advantages because they are cheaper and more stable than anilines, and because if necessary, they
can be transformed into anilines by hydrogenation processes making their direct use more step
economical.19
Therefore, the method feasibility was evaluated by performing the synthesis of 1a, which was
afforded in 43% yield in two steps, while the reaction between benzoic acid and aniline required
three steps (Fig. 2); furthermore, the antimicrobial agents 1b, and 1c were also synthesized in one
step, while their conventional synthesis using thionyl chloride coupling reagent required two steps
(Fig. 2). Additionally, a single-step synthesis for the natural product 1d (Fig. 2) was also achieved,
while the previous amidation process required two extra steps for the nitroarene hydrogenation and
ester hydrolysis.19

Figure 2. Synthesis of the intermediate of a potential antitumor agent. (b) single-step synthesis of antimicrobial agents.
(c) single-step synthesis of a natural product.

Therefore, these results demonstrated the method's advantage for synthesizing some molecules in
comparison to the coupling methods of carboxylic acids with anilines. Moreover, the moderate
yields that were obtained could be explained by the fact that the substrates of the antimicrobial
agents present less steric hindrance in comparison with the precursors of 1a and 1d, which seems
like bulkier molecules with higher steric hindrance because of the strained systems since both
nucleophile and electrophile in both molecules are significantly apart from each other for reacting.
Therefore, a shorter distance would be necessary for an effective interaction which is not that
feasible due to the charge delocalization in both molecules that relatively restrains the bond rotation
and the optimum spatial distribution of the molecule’s fragments leading to unstable transition
states.18
In addition, it must be acknowledged that the substitution reactions of RCO2H involve OH- as a
leaving group. Moreover, considering that the water pKa is about 15, acids should be about as
electrophilic as esters based on both leaving groups. Nonetheless, esters react well with ammonia to
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give the desired amides while carboxylic acid partners are not suitable because of the formation of
an ammonium salt due to their acidic proton, so once the carboxylic acid is deprotonated the
electron density on the oxygen atom is stabilized by an overlap with the π* orbital of the carbonyl
group which both lowers the energy of the bonding orbital (the delocalized oxygen electron density)
making it neither basic nor nucleophilic, and raises the energy of the π* orbital making it less ready
to react with nucleophiles.18 For this reason, SOCl2 and EDC were implemented in the previous
approaches for affording the molecules descried above for activating the carboxylic acid partners.19
Moreover, about the reaction mechanism, considering that under reductive conditions the
nitrobenzene fragment could be transformed to nitrosobenzene, phenylhydroxylamine, aniline, as
well as to azoxybenzene and azobenzene, it was determined that nitrosobenzene worked as the
precursor of azoxybenzene which was then reduced to azobenzene before reacting for providing the
desired amide indicating that azobenzene was the predominant intermediate.19 Additionally, when
the reaction was quenched with a solution of acetic acid in Et2O, both the conversion and yield were
about 100%, indicating that the reaction product before quenching with a proton source was a zinc
amide. Therefore, based on the results, nitrobenzene could be reduced by Zn with the aid of TMSCl
for producing azobenzene, and the Ni(II) precatalytic system could also be reduced by Zn to the
Ni(0) species which would be catalyzing the reaction of the ester with azobenzene providing a
Ni(II) nitrene intermediate.19 Then, a transmetalation to zinc could be regenerating the Ni(0)
catalyst and could be affording a zinc amidate that would be undergoing protonolysis, affording the
desired amide. (Fig. 3).20

Figure 3. Proposed catalytic cycle assuming nitrene formation.

Therefore, considering the reaction conditions and the corresponding reaction mechanism both ester
and nitro groups are treated in the same catalytic cycle making the reaction more feasible and step
economical; furthermore, Zn would be essential for providing not only the azobenzene intermediate,
but also the Ni(0) species that would be activating the azobenzene which might be productive for
the overall amidation process. Moreover, TMSCl Lewis acid would be necessary for the reduction
process of nitrobenzene.18,19
In summary, the nickel-catalyzed reductive coupling approach complements the classical coupling
methods between carboxylic acids and anilines which generally require toxic coupling reagents;
furthermore, as observed with the expedited syntheses of some molecules (Fig. 2), a stepeconomical synthesis over existing amidation methods was demonstrated. Nonetheless, if a
carboxylic acid is more readily available, the traditional coupling methods with anilines would be
more feasible. Moreover, although the nickel-catalyzed reductive coupling method tolerates
different nitroarenes, nitroalkanes were not tolerated, which would evidence a limited substrate
8

scope. Moreover, the method uses the NMP solvent which is toxic. Also, high catalyst loadings and
additives were required, and considering that silyl ether (TMS2O), zinc(II) chlorides, and siloxides
are the expected by-products, additional issues related to the removal of undesired metal
contamination, among others, correspond to a significative disadvantage.

Furthermore, in 2018, a facile, and efficient Mn-catalyzed acylation of amines using both alkoxy
and acyl functions of unreactive esters to provide the desired amides not only with the formation of
molecular hydrogen as a sole byproduct, but also without the production of any alcohol as undesired
byproducts which limits the reaction scope, was reported.21 Furthermore, the dehydrogenative
coupling approach was successfully applied, providing an atom-economical route not only by
employing an earth-abundant and economical manganese salt as an advantage since manganese has
low toxicity considering its necessity for the human development, metabolism, and the antioxidant
system,22 but also by using an inexpensive phosphine-free tridentate ligand.21
Hence, since the atom-economical acceptorless dehydrogenative coupling (ADC) approach have
already been implemented for not only the direct synthesis of amides from amines and abundant or
sustainable alcohols, but also for the production of other carbonyl compounds that subsequently can
be converted into amines, imines, or esters in which hydrogen and water are generated as nontoxic
byproducts,23 the commercially available MnBr(CO)5 was used as the catalyst based on the Mncatalyzed acceptorless dehydrogenation process of methanol,24 along with the tridentate ligand Ln
for performing the dehydrogenative coupling of esters with amines. Furthermore, 2a and 3a
coupling partner were selected as the benchmark substrates for evaluating the reaction feasibility
(Fig. 4), so the reaction which was carried out with MnBr(CO)5, Ln, and t-BuOK in toluene under
argon atmosphere not only provided 4a in 87% isolated yield which was consistent with the imine
absence, since it could be produced by a possible self-dehydrogenative coupling of benzylamine,
but also afforded molecular hydrogen byproduct.21

Figure 4. Substrate scope for ester amynolisis.
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After evaluating the feasibility of the method, the scope for alkyl esters, and amines was explored
(Fig. 4),21 so different unreactive alkyl esters such as pentyl pentanoate, hexyl hexanoate, and ethyl
acetate, were transformed into the corresponding amides in moderate to good yields. Furthermore,
some benzylamines afforded the corresponding amides in good yields (4b (82%) and 4c (73%)).
However, cyclic secondary amines such as pyrrolidine and piperidine were not completely suitable
for reacting, which was evidenced with the moderate yields of 4d and 4e, respectively. Also, amides
such as 4f (51%) and 4g (51%), which were obtained from anilines with either electronwithdrawing or electron-donating substituents, presented moderate yields. Hence, even though the
catalytic system was suitable with a range of primary, secondary aliphatic amines, and aryl amines,
the corresponding amides were afforded in varying yields.
Moreover, concerning the reaction mechanism, initially, the reaction between 2a and 3a in the
presence of TEMPO that corresponds to a radical scavenger not only provided the desired product
in 72% yield, but also resulted in the liberation of molecular hydrogen as the byproduct indicating
that a radical mechanism is not feasible. Moreover, when n-hexanol was treated under the reaction
conditions both hexyl hexanoate and hydrogen were provided, which evidences a dehydrogenative
coupling pathway. Therefore, it is considered that the reaction proceeds via Mn-catalyzed activation
of the ester followed by the amine nucleophilic addition to produce the amide and alcohol
intermediate (Fig. 5).21

Figure 5. Mechanisms for direct conversion of
esters to amides.

Then, dehydrogenative coupling of the alkoxy fragment of the ester with the amine partner takes
place via hemiaminal intermediate allowing the molecular hydrogen byproduct formation as the
greener waste.21 Furthermore, the acceptorless self-dehydrogenative coupling pathway of the
alcohol via hemiacetal intermediate for producing the corresponding ester is also effective and
feasible.21,24
Therefore, considering the reaction conditions and the respective mechanism, it must be
acknowledged that the strong cis-effect of the octahedral MnBr(CO)5 catalyst due to the ligand Br
which corresponds to a weak sigma donor and non-π acceptor favors the CO substitution resulting
in the coordination of the ligand Ln; hence, not only the solubility of the catalyst is enhanced, but
also its catalytic activity is developed based on the acidic NH moiety which is deprotonated by tBuOK, resulting in the elimination of the Br ligand providing an empty coordination site.18,24
Therefore, not only the esters are activated by its coordination to the Mn for the subsequent
nucleophilic addition, but also the resulting alcohols could be able to coordinate to the Mn for
providing the aldehydes via β-hydride elimination and dehydrogenative pathway (Fig. 5); then, the
aldehydes would be transformed into hemiacetals and hemiaminals through the nucleophilic
addition of alcohols or amines respectively, that would undergo the same pathway of the aldehydes
affording the desired amides and the hydrogen byproduct.24
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In conclusion, a simple, efficient, and direct conversion of esters to amides was achieved by using
not only an Mn-catalyzed approach with an inexpensive phosphine-free tridentate ligand, but also
through both acyl and alkoxy functions of unreactive esters with the liberation of molecular
hydrogen as a sole byproduct which corresponds not only to an environmental advantage due to the
long-term transition from fossil-based energy supplies to renewable energies, but also to an atomeconomical and sustainable route by employing an earth-abundant manganese salt. Nonetheless, the
reactions must be carried out under an argon atmosphere which could be considered as a
disadvantage from a practical point of view. In addition, even though the Mn-catalyzed approach
tolerated primary and secondary amines as nucleophilic coupling partners, secondary amines were
less suitable for reacting due to their steric effects which jeopardized the reaction progress;
therefore, it can be considered that more hindered amines would not be suitable substrates, limiting
the reaction scope.

One year later, in 2019, a transition-metal-free amidation of esters with amines was reported25 as an
alternative to not only the conventional syntheses methods that were described above, but also to
the transition-metal catalyzed methods that have recently received increasing attention because of
their advantage of esters activation that results in higher reactivity and more feasible amidation
processes, but in which toxic volatile organic solvents (VOCs) under protective inert atmospheres
(N2 or Ar) are necessary in many occasions, among other requirements.26 Studies that have shown
the Ni catalysis necessity for esters amidation also have evidenced other requirements such as high
loading of air-sensitive and toxic transition-metal, high temperatures (140°C), and more reactive
methyl and ethyl esters.25 Moreover, other concerns in transition-metal-catalysis are related to the
use of expensive reagents as well as the removal of undesired impurities from the post-reaction
mixture.
Therefore, LiHMDS was implemented as a non-nucleophilic base at room temperature to provide
the desired amidation products from unreactive esters which could be considered as not suitably
electrophiles because of their low reactivity due to their high nO → *C=O delocalization in
comparison with their aryl counterparts;25 furthermore, it must be acknowledged that the reactions
not only proceeded in the absence of toxic transition-metal-catalysts, but also by using a practical
bench-top set-up with no need for strict precautions such as glove-box set-up which is normally
needed for highly air or moisture sensitive transition metals complexes.25,27 Nonetheless, according
to the procedure the reaction vessel is initially placed under a positive pressure of argon and
subjected to three evacuation/backfilling cycles to avoid LiHMDS possible decomposition.26
Therefore, initially, for evaluating the reaction feasibility, the amidation of 5a with 6a in toluene at
room temperature proceeded in 93% yield by using LiHMDS (Fig. 6).
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Figure 6. Transition-metal-free amidation of methyl esters.

Hence, the method not only provided 7a from an unreactive alkyl ester, but also superseded
analogous approaches that involve transition metals, and harsh reaction temperatures which
evidences its methodological and operational suitability; furthermore, considering some examples,
it can be determined that the method also has a broad reaction scope which includes electronicallydifferentiated, sterically-hindered, and deactivated anilines, deactivated alkyl amines (Fig. 6), and
different sterically-hindered esters such as i-Pr and t-Bu esters. (Fig. 7).

Figure 7. Transition-metal-free amidation of alkyl esters.

Thus, based on the direct amidation process, this approach circumvents the use of less sustainable
coupling partners that are toxic and produce environmental pollution considering the by-products
and post-reaction wastes treatment.25
Concerning the reaction mechanism, some density functional theory (DFT) calculations in which
methyl benzoate was used as a model substrate showed that the mechanism involved a sixmembered ring pathway. Therefore, a LiHMDS dimer acts not only as a non-nucleophilic base
deprotonating the amine producing a complex with the amine anion through electrostatic
interactions, but also acts as a Lewis acid due to the lithium atoms electron deficiency, promoting
the ester complexation which increases its electrophilicity; hence, an intramolecular nucleophilic
addition takes place via a six-membered ring transition state providing the C-N bond. Then,
subsequent transformations provide the corresponding amides;25 therefore, based on the mechanism
studies and the reaction conditions, the feasibility of this amidation approach could be understood
regardless the use of electronically-differentiated anilines such as 4-(trifluoromethyl)aniline and p12

anisidine, sterically-hindered anilines such as 2,6-xylidine, deactivated alkyl amines such as
morpholine, deactivated anilines such as 2,3,4,5,6-tetrafluoroaniline, and sterically-hindered esters,
because the reactions not only followed a six-membered ring pathway in which the steric
interactions were probably diminished considering the suitable ring conformations that favored an
optimum spatial distribution of the groups, fragments or substituents on the reagents which resulted
in more feasibly and stable transition states, but also because of the Lewis acid character of the
LiHMDS lithium atom18 that acted as an ester activator, which overcame not only the unreactive
esters weak electrophilicity, but also the amines weak nucleophilicity providing feasible and
suitable coupling partners.
In summary, a mild and operationally suitable amidation approach that not only obviated the use of
transition metals, but also showed different functional groups tolerance for the direct amidation of
alkyl esters was described. Moreover, the amidation method used readily available reagents which
evidence some practical benefits that may enable broad applications in organic synthesis to produce
valuable amides. Nonetheless, despite the different advantages, stoichiometric amounts of
LiHMDS, amine, and the ester were required, which is inadequate considering the by-products and
the post-reaction treatment. Additionally, some substrates were not explored such as fatty acid
esters, primary alkyl amines, and secondary aryl amines which would be interesting for future
studies; moreover, the reactions were carried out in highly toxic toluene which would imply some
environmental disadvantages. Also, even though lithium amides use is handicapped by their
requirements of low temperatures to control their reactivity, as well as the need for dry organic
solvents and protective inert atmosphere protocols to avoid their fast decomposition, the amidation
approach was feasible with the corresponding reaction conditions.

Later, in 2020, another amidation approach of ethyl esters mediated by lithium amides under
aerobic conditions at room temperature using a biomass-derived solvent such as 2-MeTHF was
developed.26 Moreover, it must be acknowledged that biomass-derived solvents such as 2-MeTHF
emerged as a greener alternative to volatile organic solvents (VOCs) in organic synthesis.28 Indeed,
2-MeTHF can be renewably produced from furfural without the use of petrochemicals, and it shares
many of the same properties that make THF a widely used solvent in organic synthesis. For
example, its water immiscibility enables liquid extractions without the need for toxic organic
solvents.26 Therefore, for determining the feasibility of the approach, the reaction of 8a with 9a was
initially conducted under aerobic conditions (Fig. 8), so the desired product 10a was isolated in high
yields (80%) which evidenced the method potential for performing ester amidations under air and
moisture conditions.
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Figure 8. Addition of lithium N-methylanilide 2a to various esters.

Then, for exploring the method scope, 9a was reacted with a variety of esters bearing different
functional groups (Fig. 8). For example, aromatic esters bearing halogen substituents furnished
good yields for 10b and 10c evidencing good tolerance for mildly electron-withdrawing groups.
Moreover, good yields were obtained for 10f and 10g (74-89%) when a methoxy group was
introduced in the para or meta positions; furthermore, it must be acknowledged that both methoxy
and halogen substituents are ortho- and para- directors which diminishes the electrophilicity of the
carbonyl groups located in those positions,18 so both steric and electronic effects have an important
role in the reaction feasibility as is evidenced in the yields obtained for the ortho-substituted
aromatic esters such as 10d (67%) and 10e (63%).26 In addition, a heterocyclic substituent (10h)
was also suitable for reacting, providing the desired amide in good yield (73%); however, the
reaction scope was limited because bulkier esters such as ethyl o,o-dimethylbenzoate and esters
bearing more acidic protons such as ethyl paraben, were not suitable for reacting. Furthermore,
different lithium amides were assessed (Fig. 9); therefore, it was observed that when a high loading
of 9b was used a good yield of 11b (71%) was provided, but when a minor loading was employed,
a modest yield was afforded (36%). Nonetheless, when the reaction was performed under strict inert
atmosphere conditions with dry 2-MeTHF, 11b was obtained in 59% yield suggesting that the lower
yields were due to the reduced nucleophilicity of 9b in comparison with 9a, and because of 9b
partial degradation processes under normal reaction conditions. Additionally, some secondary
aliphatic lithium amides also provided good yields (77-79%, 11c-11e).

Figure 9. Addition of various lithium amides to ethyl benzoate.
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Furthermore, based on the DFT studies described above, it was considered that the reaction
mechanism underwent a similar pathway; nonetheless, for a 2-MeTHF solution that corresponds to
a donor solvent in comparison to toluene that was employed in the previous work the ester
activation by a coordination adduct was not evidenced because some 2-MeTHF molecules were
coordinated to the lithium atoms instead of the ester substrate.26 Moreover, seminal studies for
determining the lithium amides constitution in ethereal solvents proposed a solvation progression
from dimeric Li2A2S2 (A = amide, S = solvent) to LiAS3 when the steric hindrance on the donor
solvent and the amide ligand was increased.29 In addition, the constitution of lithium amides was
also assessed in a previous work that used THF/toluene solutions in which a dimer/monomer
equilibrium was proposed with the monomeric version (LiAS3) at high THF concentrations;26,30
therefore, it could be considered that the latter situation should be similar for 2-MeTHF since not
only both THF and 2-MeTHF have similar properties,26 but also because at higher solvent
concentrations the probability for a lithium amide to interact with the solvent molecules is higher
than associating with another lithium amide. Also, considering that 2-MeTHF is bulkier than THF,
a dimeric arrangement would increase the steric hindrance resulting in unstable transition states and
jeopardizing the reaction progress.18 Thus, a plausible explanation for the amidation reactions could
be associated with the formation of kinetically activated aggregates of the lithium amides in a 2MeTHF solution;26 moreover, the formation of the monomers would result in a less stabilized
negative charge of the nitrogen atoms leading to more reactive lithium amides in comparison to the
dimeric arrangements in which each nitrogen atom would be interacting with two lithium atoms
stabilizing its negative charge. Therefore, the monomeric lithium amides would react much faster
with the ester substrates favoring the addition step over competing degradation by moisture or
oxygen; hence, based on the monomeric arrangements, the esters amidation feasibility could be
understood because of the high reactivity of the monomeric lithium amides. In addition, as was
described above, the steric effects of the esters have an important impact on the amidation reactions
despite the lithium amides reactivity. Therefore, some DFT studies should be performed for better
understanding and explaining how the steric effects jeopardized the feasibility of the reaction by
determining the possible intermediates and transition states involved.
To conclude, a lithium-mediated amidation approach of ethyl esters with 2-MeTHF as the reaction
medium was described encouraging the development of more sustainable moisture-compatible
chemistry, which is also evidenced since the reactions can be performed at room temperature
without the need for external additives; however, the amidation approach presents a disadvantage of
limited substrate scope since sterically hindered esters and esters bearing acidic protons jeopardize
the reaction progress. Therefore, some future DFT studies should be carried out which would allow
the development of new strategies for overcoming the steric effects by determining possibly
intermediates and transition states involved in the reaction pathway; furthermore, even though the
reaction was suitable under air or moisture conditions, it must be acknowledged that it would be
necessary to evaluate more lithium amides because it seems that this advantage depends on the
lithium amide that is employed considering that when LiNHPh (9b) was used under strict inert
atmosphere conditions with dry 2-MeTHF, the desired product was afforded in a better yield,
suggesting that 9b could be undergoing partial degradation processes in non-specialized reaction
conditions; furthermore, despite the different advantages, stoichiometric amounts of the lithium
amides were required, which is inadequate considering the by-products and the post-reaction
treatment.
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Oxidative amidation.
Another alternative approach consists of the oxidative amidation methods in which the use of
oxidative processes allows, for example, the production of amides from hemiaminals generated by
in situ reactions of amines and aldehydes;6 moreover, the direct formation of amides from aldehydes
utilizes readily available starting materials and avoids isolation of free carboxylic acid
intermediates, which can be particularly valuable in natural products syntheses when incompatible
functionalities or protecting groups are present in the substrate.31 Furthermore, some oxidative
amidation methods utilize catalytic systems which oxidize primary alcohols to generate the required
aldehydes.6 Therefore, in general, the oxidative amidation processes involve two main reaction
steps corresponding to an oxidation step, and the C-N bond formation, into a single operation;32
moreover, the oxidative amidation approach is considered as an atom-efficient method with
hydrogen or water molecules as the stoichiometric byproducts, which can proceed with low catalyst
loadings and small solvent quantities, so it is also considered as an environmentally benign
alternative.6,32,33 Hence, this approach has not only been developed over recent years, but also has
received increasing attention, and it has become a conceptually and economically attractive
alternative to address many disadvantages of the traditional synthesis pathways for affording
amides; nonetheless, the optimization of this approach has some challenges such as some side
reactions that jeopardize the feasibility of the process. For example, in the oxidative amidation of
aldehydes, both the rapidity of the condensation reactions between amines and aldehydes to form
imines or iminium ions/enamines, and the amines oxidation to imines or nitriles, which is highly
feasible, can ultimately render the oxidative amidation pathway inaccessible;32,34 furthermore, in
other cases, the reactions require hazardous and expensive dual catalysts, and in most cases, the
separation of the homogenous catalysts such as CuSO4 and Cu(OAc)2 is problematic and the
catalysts are not recyclable.31
For the mentioned reasons, in 2015, an efficient oxidative amidation of methylarenes and amines in
water by using tert-butyl hydroperoxide (TBHP) as the oxidant in conjunction with the co-catalytic
activity of tetrabutyl-ammonium iodide (TBAI) and FeCl3 for providing aromatic amides was
reported.33 Therefore, initially, for evaluating the method feasibility 12a was reacted with 13a under
the corresponding reaction conditions and by employing 4Å molecular sieves (Fig. 10).

Figure 10. Scope of the reaction with methylarenes.
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Hence, considering that the desired product was afforded in 73% isolated yield, the reaction scope
was then explored, so as can be observed, different methylarenes (Fig. 10) with both electrondonating and weak electron-withdrawing groups were suitable for reacting; also, a variety of
primary amines worked well (Fig. 11). Furthermore, a sterically demanding molecule such as orthoxylene was also suitable (12b), and it did not provide a bi amide which evidenced a high reaction
chemoselectivity. Moreover, when methyl thiophene was used, the desired amide was provided in a
moderate yield (12c) indicating that the method could be able to tolerate heterocyclic systems.

Figure 11. Scope of the reaction with amines.

Furthermore, concerning the amines scope, both linear amines and branch chain amines were
suitable for reacting; moreover, even amines bearing an α-tertiary carbon atom (13c), or a
quaternary carbon atom (13b) were also suitable for reacting, providing the desired amides (Fig. 11)
in satisfying yields. Nonetheless, when secondary amines were evaluated for providing the targeted
tertiary amide, very poor yields were obtained.33
Besides, concerning the reaction mechanism, since benzyl alcohol and benzaldehyde had been
detected as side products,33 when either of them was used as an acyl donor, 12a was provided in a
quantitative yield, so it was determined that both were key intermediates. Furthermore, recently,
some studies have evidenced that iodite (IO2-) or hypoiodite (IO-) should be the oxidant for the
TBHP/TBAI system,35 so based on the literature and the key intermediates, it could be considered
that due to the activity of IO- or IO2-, the toluene molecule was oxidized to the benzyl alcohol,33,36
and the further oxidation of the benzyl alcohol by ([Bu4N]+[IO2]−) in conjunction with FeCl3
provided the benzaldehyde intermediate. Then, the aldehyde oxidative amidation process might be
occurring via a hemiaminal intermediate due to the amine nucleophilic addition, which is then
oxidized by ([Bu4N]+[IO2]−) to the corresponding amide (Fig. 12). Moreover, considering the
reaction conditions, the reaction started with the oxidation of TBAI, resulting in the ([Bu4N]+[IO]−)
or ([Bu4N]+[IO2]−) species that should be inducing the homolysis of a benzyl C-H bond resulting in
a benzyl radical; furthermore, the benzyl radical is liable to be oxidized by ([Bu4N]+[IO2]−) to form
the benzyl cation that should be reacting with a water molecule affording the benzyl alcohol.33 In
addition, since the molecular sieves are used for drying gases and liquids, it could be considered
that they helped to avoid the formation of a hemiacetal intermediate.
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Figure 12. Methylarenes amidation mechanism.

In summary, an oxidative amidation approach that uses cheap raw chemicals such as methylarenes
and free amines to afford different amides, avoiding any pre-activated carboxylate derivatives or
activated amine surrogates, and expensive coupling reagents, was described. Moreover, as was
detailed above, the method uses water as the reaction medium avoiding any toxic organic solvents.
Also, it uses TBHP as the environmentally benign oxidant and TBAI and FeCl3·6H2O as low toxic
catalysts. Therefore, based on the different advantages, it is proposed that this approach could be
considered as an environmentally friendly protocol that in the future would be more attractive for
pharmaceuticals and other fine chemical syntheses. Nonetheless, as was described above, when
secondary amines were evaluated, poor yields were provided which evidences a limited scope
disadvantage. Furthermore, despite the different advantages, stoichiometric amounts of TBHP were
required for reacting, which is inadequate considering the by-products and the post-reaction
treatment.

A few months later, an oxidative amidation approach for coupling allylic alcohols or aldehydes with
aliphatic and aryl amines was reported, in which [(BINAP)Rh]BF4 catalyzed not only one-pot
isomerization/oxidative amidations of allylic alcohols, but also direct amidations of aldehydes by
employing not only styrene or acetone as hydrogen acceptors, but also biphasic conditions for
promoting an equilibrium between the imine/enamine byproducts and the hemiaminal that
undergoes an oxidation process to afford the desired amide.37
Therefore, firstly, allylic alcohols were selected as the aldehyde precursors since they have already
shown the capacity to isomerize to aldehydes with a [Rh]-catalyst;38 thus, for evaluating the method
feasibility, the reaction between 14a and 15a was carried out with the addition of not only an equal
volume of H2O and benzene, but also with an excess of CsOAc as a base additive and styrene as a
hydrogen acceptor, promoting the formation of 16a in 81% yield. Interestingly, when 15c reacted
with KOH as the additive and acetone as the hydrogen acceptor, 16c was provided in a better yield
(Fig. 13) in comparison to the first reaction conditions.
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Figure 13. Amine scope of allylic alcohol amidation.

Hence, based on the results, the allylic alcohols rapidly converted into the aldehydes for undergoing
a further transformation, providing the desired amides; therefore, both allylic alcohols and
aldehydes would be able to undergo the Rh-catalyzed oxidative amidation. Then, the amines scope
was explored with 14a (Fig. 13). Thus, not only some cyclic amines, but also secondary acyclic
amines including dimethyl amine (15e) and N-benzylmethylamine (15f) provided the desired
amides in good yields; furthermore, primary alkyl amines were also suitable for reacting. Moreover,
in relation to the allylic alcohol scope (Fig. 14), some 1,1-di, 1,2-di-, and tri-substituted allylic
alcohols in conjunction with primary and secondary amines provided the desired amides in
moderate to good yields. Furthermore, 17h was afforded in 65% yield via the geraniol coupling
reaction without any isomerization process nor reduction of the distal alkene.

Figure 14. Allylic alcohol scope for amidation.

Moreover, concerning the reaction mechanism, both CsOAc and KOH could be working either as
proton shuttles or as ligands, but since some experiments in which the CsOAc solution was replaced
with various buffers (pH = 5.2, 7.5, or 9.0) were equally efficient as to those with no base, it is
considered that the base was probably acting as a ligand because of the solubility differential of the
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anion in water versus benzene; in addition, it was determined that H2O was reacting with the
enamine/imine reforming the hemiaminal intermediate.37,49 Hence, base excess and water are
necessary for the reaction progress. Therefore, initially, the allylic alcohol undergoes an Rhmediated 1,3-hydride shift,38 providing the aldehyde that condenses with an amine which produces
the enamine/imine that is in equilibrium with the hemiaminal; then, the complex I is formed by the
oxidative addition of the hemiaminal into the Rh catalyst, so a subsequent β-hydride elimination
results in not only the amide, but also in a Rh-(H)2 (II) species that is reduced by the hydrogenation
of styrene or acetone (Fig. 15).37

Figure 15. Dual catalytic cycle for allylic alcohols amidation.

In conclusion, an easily accessible oxidative amidation approach of allylic alcohols or aldehydes
that employs acetone or styrene as hydrogen acceptors, was described; furthermore, as was
observed, the amidation approach presents a general procedure for both allylic alcohols and
aldehydes that is not only effective for primary amines, but also for secondary ones. Therefore, as
was described, the complex [(BINAP)Rh]BF4 is generated for catalyzing the oxidative amidation of
allylic alcohols with different amine nucleophiles which exhibit a wide reaction scope; in addition,
the methodology was tolerant to different functionalities, which exhibits its feasibility for producing
a variety of amides bearing different functional groups that could undergo further transformations.
Furthermore, despite the different advantages, stoichiometric amounts of the base, amine, and
oxidant were required for reacting, which is inadequate considering the by-products and the postreaction treatment, resulting in an environmental disadvantage.

Four years later, an aerobic Cu/ABNO-catalyzed oxidative approach was reported for coupling
primary alcohols and amines to provide different α-heteroatom-substituted amides that are
important because of their common occurrence in bioactive compounds and pharmaceuticals;40
furthermore, it have already been established that not only the Cu/nitroxyl catalysts are highly
effective for the aerobic oxidation of alchohols,41 but also that analogous catalysts are able to
promote aerobic oxidative coupling processes of alcohols and amines.42 Moreover, considering
some studies related to the reaction mechanism of the Cu/nitroxyl-catalyzed alcohols oxidation, it
has been proposed that β-heteroatom-substituted primary alcohols could be suitable substrates for
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rapid oxidative coupling processes because of their enhanced acidity due to the inductive effect that
is generated by those heteroatom substituents as can be observed with the aqueous pKa values for
EtOH, ethylene glycol, and trifluoroethanol corresponding to 15.9, 15.1, and 12.4, respectively;40
furthermore, as was observed and evidenced in some previous competition studies, benzyl alcohol
derivatives that were more acidic or electron-deficient underwent faster oxidation reactions in
comparison to their electron-rich analogs. Besides, aldehyde intermediates with an enhanced
electrophilicity due to α-heteroatom substituents would disfavor the imine formation while
promoting the hemiaminal formation.43
Therefore, initially, for evaluating the method feasibility, the reaction of 18a with 19a was
performed in MeCN under O2 and employing CuI/tBubpy in conjunction with ABNO. As a result,
20a was afforded in an excellent yield (94%) which encouraged the subsequent investigations of not
only the scope of the method, but also its functional group tolerance, so different β-heteroatomsubstituted alcohols which are readily available from glycol derivatives, amino alcohols, and
halohydrins were reacted with 3-phenylpropylamine (Fig. 16).

Figure 16. Substrate scope of alcohols for aerobic Cu/ABNO catalyzed α-heteroatom-substituted amide formation.

Thus, different amides (from 20b to 20f) were afforded in >90% yields. Furthermore, as can be
observed with product 20d, reactivity towards an amidation process was more feasible than a
possible SN2 displacement. Moreover, for β-substituted alcohols bearing aryl ethers and alkyl
ethers, the desired amides were effectively obtained (20f, 20e); furthermore, a tertiary amine 20g
was effectively isolated despite the difficulties related to the β-Nitrogen containing alcohols not
only due to their deleterious chelation of the Cu center and inhibition of catalytic turnover, but also
because of their diminished inductive effect.40 In addition, some alcohols with β-heteroaromatic
rings such as an oxazole ring provided the desired amide (20h) in good yield.
Furthermore, in relation to the amine scope, TFE was selected as the alcohol coupling partner and
then was reacted with different amines. Hence, amines bearing oxygen-containing groups and
aromatic heterocycles were employed providing the desired trifluoroacetamide derivatives (21a,
21b, 21c) in good yields (Fig. 17).
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Figure 17. Substrate scope of amines for aerobic Cu/ABNO catalyzed α-heteroatom-substituted amide formation.

In addition, as can be observed with the product 21d, the catalytic system evidenced a
chemoselective functionalization of the primary amine over the sterically encumbered secondary
amine. Also, another set of substrates with other functional groups was used for further evaluation
of the amine scope, so a primary amide and a free tertiary alcohol were tolerated under the reaction
conditions since the amides 21e and 21f were provided in 89% and 94% yields, respectively, which
demonstrates that the amidation approach could have a significant advantage over the use of
trifluoroacetic anhydride. Furthermore, the results also showed a high tolerance for functional
groups such as nitriles and cyclopropyl rings which demonstrated the effectiveness and suitability
of this coupling approach representing a favorable and promising complement process for the
traditional amide coupling reactions.40
Therefore, considering the reaction conditions, the alcohol oxidation would be performed by the
Cu/ABNO catalyst; hence, since O2 was employed as the source of oxidant, the aerobic oxidation of
CuI should be generating CuII-superoxide species that would be reacting with a second CuI center
generating a peroxo-bridged binuclear CuII species (Cu2O2) which would be consistent due to the
beneficial effect of the electron-rich bpy ligand (tBubpy) that not only lowers the CuII/CuI reduction
potential in acetonitrile enhancing the CuII catalytic-active species stability along the catalytic cycle,
but also improves the rate of CuI oxidation by O2, and alters the Cu speciation maximizing the
number of catalytically active Cu sites (e.g., by preventing aggregation). Then, the Cu2O2 species
could be oxidizing ABNOH to ABNO via H-atom transfer, forming a CuII-OH species which would
be reacting directly with the alcohol affording a CuII-alkoxide intermediate that could be undergoing
an H-atom abstraction by ABNO, providing the initial CuI species and the aldehyde that is attacked
by the amine providing a hemiaminal, which is then oxidized further to the corresponding amide.4447

In summary, the results that were detailed above evidenced the synthetic utility and the broad scope
of the Cu/ABNO catalytic system for the oxidative coupling processes of alcohols and amines;
furthermore, as was observed, the reactions feasibility to afford α-substituted amides was favorable
due to the activating properties of β-heteroatom-substituted alcohols because of the inductive effect.
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Moreover, in general, the reaction yields were >90% which indicates that these procedures
correspond to an important alternative to the traditional amide coupling methods; in addition, the
high chemoselectivity that was observed in the primary amine trifluoroacetylation process suggests
that the aerobic Cu/ABNO-catalyzed oxidative method offers a promising alternative approach in
comparison to the methods that use trifluoroacetic anhydride. In addition, the lack of requirement
for a stoichiometric coupling reagent offers potential advantages in large-scale reactions since the
environmental impact is reduced; however, it would be necessary and adequate to assess the
feasibility of secondary amines and anilines for undergoing the oxidative amidation process for
evaluating the reaction scope with other nucleophile partners.

In 2020, another amidation approach was reported for the synthesis of not only secondary, but also
tertiary amides via trifluoroborate iminiums (TIMs) oxidative processes48 as an alternative to the
carboxylic acids activation with stoichiometric amounts of coupling reagents which may have an
explosive and allergenic nature, and environmentally concerning solvents such as dichloromethane
or N,N-dimethylformamide, among others;48,49 furthermore, the acid-promoted condensation of
potassium acyltrifluoroborates (KATs) and amines provides the corresponding TIMs50 that are
oxidized with hydrogen peroxide to provide the desired amides which can be performed via TIMs
isolation or as a one-pot transformation. Moreover, KATs are highly available from not only
commercial sources, but also from different methods that have been reported such as the conversion
of Grignard reagents, vinyl boronic acids, alkynes, aldehydes, aryl halides and acid chlorides to the
corresponding KATs.48
Hence, for evaluating the reaction feasibility, 22a was used as a model substrate and it was treated
by employing aqueous H2O2 and N,N-diisopropylethylamine in 1:1 CH3CN/H2O (Fig. 18);
furthermore, considering that the desired amide was afforded in an excellent yield (96%), the
substrate scope was then studied, and it was observed that secondary and tertiary amides which
were derived from aromatic or aliphatic KATs, using different primary and secondary amines, were
efficiently provided in good to excellent yields (Fig. 18).

Figure 18. Substrate scope for the amide formation from trifluoroborate iminiums (TIMs).
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Moreover, some functional groups such as alkynes and alcohols were tolerated. In addition, the onepot preparation of amides was also investigated which provided not only good yields without the
TIM isolation step, but also an operational simplicity to the formation of simple amides (Fig. 19).

Figure 19. Substrate scope for the one-pot amide formation from potassium
acyltrifluoroborates (KATs).

Then, concerning the reaction mechanism, firstly, 18O-labelled hydrogen peroxide was employed,
and it was observed that the oxygen in the amide was incorporated from the hydrogen peroxide;
therefore, since TIMs are known as electrophilic species based on the known chemistry of iminiums
as excellent electrophiles in polar addition reactions, the formation of a tetrahedral intermediate by
the nucleophilic addition of the peroxide anion was considered as a feasible pathway.51
Furthermore, the desired amide would be provided due to the possible elimination of BF3OH- via an
oxidative deboronation process.52 Hence, for evaluating the suggested hypothesis, a competition
experiment under the corresponding reaction conditions between 22a and potassium
phenyltrifluoroborate was performed, so while the potassium phenyltrifluoroborate was not
oxidized, 22a did oxidize.48 In addition, an oxidative amidation process was recently reported in
which amines and ketoacids reacted, providing imines that were oxidized via a tetrahedral
intermediate, favoring the hypothesis.53 Therefore, considering the reaction conditions, the peroxide
anion would be provided from a deprotonation event due to the non-nucleophilic base employed in
the reaction medium; furthermore, as TIMs can hydrolyze to produce the corresponding KATs
under basic aqueous conditions, probably, the relation 1:1 of CH3CN/H2O and the presence of the
nucleophilic peroxide anion favored the fast oxidation reaction without the competing hydrolysis of
the TIM. In addition, the reaction medium CH3CN/H2O would also enhance the TIMs solubility in
the aqueous solvent due to the high polarity of the trifluoroborate moiety and the non-polar nature
of the aryl or alkyl motifs; moreover, the neutral or zwitterionic TIMs nature promotes the
formation of tertiary amides via an iminium species that would not be accessible from other
carbonyl derivatives.48 Also, concerning the one-pot procedure, initially, acetonitrile was employed
as the reaction medium since the corresponding KATs would be hydrolyzed under acid conditions.
In summary, the syntheses of both secondary and tertiary amides in aqueous conditions from KATs
or TIMs oxidative processes were described offering an alternative approach to the traditional
methods for amides synthesis; furthermore, the advantage of working with stable precursors such as
the zwitterionic KATs offers an opportunity to conduct bond-forming reactions on species that
would otherwise be difficult to form or prone to enamine formation resulting in a promising
approach for the peptide synthesis avoiding the coupling reagents. Moreover, despite the different
advantages, stoichiometric amounts of the reagents and H2O2 were required for reacting, which is
inadequate considering the by-products and the post-reaction treatment resulting in an
environmental disadvantage; in addition, despite the KATs availability from commercial sources
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and a plethora of reported methods, KATs are less common starting materials than carboxylic acids,
so if a carboxylic acid is more readily available, the traditional coupling methods would be more
feasible.

Reductive amidation.
The reductive amidation approach corresponds to a different method in which two main reaction
steps are highlighted and involved as in the oxidative amidation approach, but in this case, those
reaction steps consist of a reductive process, and the subsequent C-N bond formation, as in the case
of the nitroarenes which are employed as suitable amine surrogates in amide coupling reactions 54,55
because when they are reduced, their amine, hydroxylamine, and nitroso derivatives are provided.
Also, when the latter intermediates react, azoxybenzene and azobenzene are produced and further
reduced to the corresponding amines,56 so all the mentioned intermediates would react with
carbonyl compounds to afford different amides; for example, in the nickel-catalyzed reductive
coupling method that was described in the first section, nitrosobenzene worked as the precursor of
azoxybenzene which was then reduced to azobenzene before reacting for providing the desired
amide. In addition, in some reductive amidation protocols, the reactions that are performed develop
a catalytic umpolung strategy through carbogenic nucleophiles that are generated from species such
as unreactive alkyl halides which their coupling reaction step with isocyanates results in the
aliphatic amides;57 hence, the latter approach also corresponds to a feasible route for affording the
desired amides.
Therefore, in 2014, a Ni-catalyzed reductive amidation of C-O electrophiles and isocyanates for
providing benzamides which has not only different advantages such as high chemoselectivity and
wide reaction scope, but also a practical standpoint benefit because of the use of different
compounds that are not only readily available, but also air-stable, was reported.58 Moreover,
benzamides correspond to important structural units that are present in different molecules that
exhibit a variety of biological properties.59 In addition, despite the C-O electrophiles disadvantages
such as their proclivity to undesired reaction pathways and site-selectivity issues,58 C-O
electrophiles have emerged in the cross-coupling60 area as an environmentally friendly alternative
due to their high availability, low toxicity, and natural abundance of phenols in conjunction with
their essential role in organic synthesis.58
Hence, initially, the method feasibility was evaluated through the reaction of 23a with 24a in DMF,
using NiCl2·glyme as the catalyst, dppf as the ligand, Zn as the reducing agent, and including
K2HPO4 in anhydrous DMF (Fig. 20).
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Figure 20. Catalytic reductive Amidation of Pivalates.

Consequently, since the desired benzamide (25a) was afforded in a good yield (81%), different
naphthyl pivalates were then employed for assessing the preparative scope of the method (Fig. 20).
Therefore, as can be observed, despite the isocyanate substitution pattern, moderate to good yields
were provided for different amides (from 25a to 25e); furthermore, a benzylic C(sp3)-O bond
successfully underwent the reductive amidation reaction (25e) while the C(sp2)-O bond did not
react, which is consistent with the benzylic position higher reactivity towards an oxidative addition
step.58 However, despite the results, the method was limited to π-extended systems due to the lower
reactivity of the benzene motifs because of the η2-arene or Meisenheimer-type complexes
intermediacy,61 so the oxidative addition of the alkyl aryl ethers under the reaction conditions may
involve an intermediate in which the aromaticity is lost; moreover, polyaromatic compounds are
expected to form such complexes more facilely since part of the aromaticity is retained after
complex formation. Therefore, regular arenes would be several orders of magnitude less reactive
than π-extended systems.58 Hence, simple phenyl derivatives such as aryl tosylates which
correspond to more activated C-O electrophiles were employed for further evaluation of the method
scope; furthermore, based on the aryl tosylates reactivity, it was considered a certain grade of
dimerization, so NaI was used as an additive to suppress and avoid any dimerization events.62
Therefore, different substituted phenyl tosylates (Fig. 21) underwent the reductive amidation
process evidencing high chemoselectivity because thioethers (27a), pivalates (27b), and esters (27c)
among other groups, were tolerated; in addition, as can be observed with the successful synthesis of
27d, a heterocyclic system such as the pyrazole ring did not jeopardize the reaction progress.

Figure 21. Reductive amidation of ArOTs.
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Concerning the reaction mechanism, when the reductive coupling process of 23a was performed in
the presence of TEMPO, the reaction was inhibited; nonetheless, when other radical scavengers
such as galvinoxyl or BHT were used, an opposite reactivity pattern was evidenced indicating that a
single electron transfer process was not completely feasible since the reactions were not inhibited.
Furthermore, when n-butyl isocyanate was replaced with butyraldehyde or ethyl glyoxalate no
reaction of 23a or 26a was observed, so it could be considered that there was none-intermediacy of
the organozinc species that could probably be generated in situ; therefore, based on the nickelcatalyzed reductive coupling method that was described in the first section19 and considering the
reaction conditions, Zn would be providing the Ni(0) active species via a Ni(II) reduction process.
Then, the oxidative addition into the C-O bond, the insertion of isocyanate, and a transmetalation
step with Zn would be providing the Ni(0) species with the concomitant production of a zinc amide
which after undergoing a hydrolytic workup should be producing the desired product; furthermore,
the bulky dppf ligand which is relatively air- and moisture-stable, would be responsible for the
stability of the complex in solution. In addition, concerning the naphthyl pivalates amidation, the
inclusion of K2HPO4 in anhydrous DMF provided the desired products while minimizing undesired
reaction pathways such as the formation of carbamate or isocyanurates by trimerization of nBuNCO.58
In summary, a Ni-catalyzed reductive amidation process of C-O electrophiles with isocyanates was
described; furthermore, the amidation approach uses simple starting materials which corresponds
not only to a user-friendly advantage, but also to an operationally simple alternative for the
production of different benzamides complementing the existing procedures that are based on the
principle of the functional group's manipulation, the directing group methods, and the different
approaches that are based on the use of air-sensitive and well-defined organometallics. Nonetheless,
despite the different advantages, based on the reaction conditions, stoichiometric amounts were
required for some species, which is inadequate considering the by-products and the post-reaction
treatment resulting in an environmental disadvantage; moreover, further studies related to the
reaction mechanism would be required for a better understanding of the pathway involved and for
determining the detailed role of the reaction conditions. In addition, in general, despite the aryl
tosylates feasibility, the Ni-catalyzed reductive amidation protocol is restricted to the use of πextended systems due to the η2-arene or Meisenheimer-type complexes intermediacy.

In addition, two years later, in 2016, another user-friendly and nickel-catalyzed reductive amidation
approach was reported in which the reaction of unreactive primary, secondary, and tertiary alkyl
bromides with isocyanates provided the desired primary, secondary, and tertiary alkyl amides not
only under mild conditions, but also in the absence of sensitive and stoichiometric organometallic
reagents.57 Thus, initially, the method feasibility was evaluated by studying the reaction of 28a with
29a in DMF employing Mn as the reducing agent, NiBr2 as the catalyst, and L2 as the ligand (Fig.
22);57,63 furthermore, since 30a was isolated in 86% yield, the preparative scope of isocyanates with
unreactive alkyl bromides was then explored and evaluated (Fig. 22).
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Figure 22. Scope of alkyl bromides and isocyanates.

Therefore, as can be observed, the coupling processes of both aliphatic and aromatic isocyanates
were feasible, but in relation to the latter ones, the ligand L2 was replaced by L3 because it was
more suitable for the reaction progress;57 moreover, substrates with substituents such as esters (30d)
acetals (30e), nitriles (30f), or chlorides (30g), among other examples, were not only tolerated, but
also were feasible and suitable for the reaction progress which evidences a high chemoselectivity
profile. Furthermore, in relation with unreactive alkyl halides, some cyclic secondary alkyl
bromides were used and tolerated despite their increased steric hindrance near the C-Br bond (31a,
31b and 31c), avoiding the higher statistical propensity for β-hydride elimination; moreover, the
approach generality and feasibility were also demonstrated in the effective preparation of 31d (Fig.
23), considering that unreactive tertiary alkyl halides are rarely used in metal-catalyzed crosselectrophile coupling processes.57,64

Figure 23. Scope of alkyl bromides.
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Furthermore, for developing a one-pot procedure for tertiary aliphatic amides, in situ generated IV
was intercepted by suitable electrophiles (Fig. 24); therefore, 32a and 32b were successfully
synthetized, establishing a formal cross-coupling reaction involving three different electrophiles.57
In addition, 32c was easily provided through a tert-butyl deprotection event from 30a (Fig. 24) by
using Sc-(OTf)3,65 so these results established the importance of the procedure for affording
different amides by employing simple starting materials in a simple way since a unified metalcatalyzed strategy for accessing primary, secondary, and tertiary amides remains elusive.

Figure 24. Sequential C-C bond-forming scenarios.

Moreover, concerning the reaction mechanism, the reaction of 28a with 29a was inhibited when
radical scavengers such as BHT or TEMPO were used suggesting the intermediacy of a singleelectron-transfer (SET) process. In addition, the reactivity of both Ni0(L3)2 (X) and NiBr2(L3) (Y)
species was evaluated since the isolation of Ni0(L2)2 was difficult to achieve (Fig. 25).

Figure 25. Preliminary mechanistic studies.

Hence, 30c (Fig. 22) was successfully produced in 57% yield, so both species were catalytically
suitable as reaction intermediates. Also, 30c was afforded with stoichiometric amounts of Ni0(L3)2,
regardless of Mn presence. Consequently, it is considered that alkyl-NiI species were produced by
the comproportionation of the alkyl-NiII and Ni0(L)2 that were generated in situ,66 followed by the
isocyanate motif insertion,67 and a final SET mediated by Mn.57
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In summary, a Ni-catalyzed reductive amidation approach of unreactive alkyl halides with
isocyanates for producing primary, secondary, and tertiary amides was described; moreover, the
reactions were performed under mild conditions which diminished side reactions such as
dimerization/trimerization or β-hydride elimination processes, evidencing high tolerance for
different substrates with a good chemoselectivity profile. However, further studies should be
performed for a better understanding of the reaction mechanism and for determining the detailed
role of the reaction conditions; furthermore, it would be adequate to evaluate the aryl halide's
feasibility and suitability for undergoing the Ni-catalyzed reductive amidation process for further
expanding and exploring the reaction scope.
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